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Welcome
To the new edition of our Building Capacity for
Collective Leadership for Scotland brochure
Since our work on Collective Leadership was launched in
January 2018, we have continued to develop our approach
and learn from the many engagements and interactions that
we have had with colleagues and participants across public
services.
This has coincided with the development of a new Strategy
for Collective Leadership for Scotland, which creates a clear
context and purpose for our work, aligned with the National
Outcomes for Scotland.
The Strategy also clearly positions our programme on
Building Capacity for Collective Leadership for Scotland
alongside our other areas of work, outlined to the right.

The Collective Leadership Strategy
•
•
•
•
•
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Building Capacity for Collective Leadership
Growing or Ability to Work in Complex
Systems
Sparking Creativity and Innovation
Working out Loud and Sharing our Story
Connecting the System to More of Itself

Who we are

Who is Collective Leadership
for Scotland?
Who we are
Collective Leadership for Scotland offers support and learning to
teams of people working to tackle systemic issues which reach
beyond the boundaries of traditional hierarchies and public
institutions. The work is led by a small Practice Team within
Scottish Government. From this, our work with partners takes us
into a diverse range of development activity in localities across
Scotland with around 5,000 participants in our work each year.
The emphasis is on building capacity for leadership which
appreciates and engages with the whole system, including the
behavioural and relational aspects, and where openness, learning
and willingness to take collective action are at the core.

Learn more about our team & who our partners are
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What we do
We design and deliver learning and development activity
with our partners to help to equip colleagues to take up their
collective, system leadership roles. This includes facilitation
support for teams of people in their places of work and
leadership, widespread interventions to stimulate new and
creative ways of working, focussed development
programmes to develop facilitation capacity, learning events
around key themes and bespoke learning offers for sectors
and partners.

Our Approach

Why this
approach?

We understand the need for this approach in today's
landscape as we know that we can’t solve complex
interdependent issues with compartmentalised thinking.
We therefore need to create more spaces where collective
thinking can provide answers and action drawing on every
relevant perspective. The National Outcomes for Scotland is
highly illustrative of a complex range of interdependent
issues that require this emphasis on collective leadership,
with the aim to create a more successful, fair and
sustainable Scotland. With this comes the recognition that
no single organisation, group or agency can tackle these
outcomes alone and so a fundamentally collaborative
approach is required.
Look at our Interactive History Timeline
and learn more about our connection to the
National Outcomes for Scotland.
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Working and leading in complex systems means that we can
never fully know what the impact of an intervention in one part of
the system will be on other parts, or where we can find a new
connection. We also now realise that there is a high level of
interest and demand for our work to support the development of
Collective Leadership and that this can take many different
forms. We are keen to be responsive to the interest and demand
being shown and to continue to evolve and grow our work to meet
emerging needs.
Over time, understanding of what Collective Leadership means
has been refined to the following five components:
• Practices that support self-reflection – pausing, journaling
• Understanding complexity – systems leadership, wicked
issues
• Curiosity and inquiring stance
• Relational – listening, asking “good” questions, building
relationships, surfacing diversity
• Working more comfortably with emergence – not knowing,
taking action in uncertainty.

5 Elements of our CL Offer

The 5 Elements of our
Collective Leadership Offer

“Today, many of us are “swimming in the
same river”—trying to cultivate collective
leadership in diverse settings around the
world even while our larger cultural contexts
remain firmly anchored to the myth of the
heroic individual leader. This search for a new
type of leadership creates a real possibility to
accelerate joint learning about system
leaders. For undoubtedly, we are at the
beginning of the beginning in learning how to
catalyze and guide systemic change at a scale
commensurate with the scale of problems we
face, and all of us see but dimly.”
Peter Senge, the Dawn of System Leadership
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Building Capacity for Collective Leadership
• Working with this level of complexity is challenging and the
pressure to revert back to doing things that we are familiar
and comfortable with runs extraordinarily high. Highly skilled
facilitation support has been shown to make the
difference. We design and deliver focussed programmes to
develop facilitation and collective leadership capacity,
including an intensive, residential Facilitation and Leadership
Development Programme and a Hosting Good Conversations
Programme (HoFa), which both offer the potential as catalysts
for wider change.

To our Leadership and
Facilitation Programme

To our Hosting Good
Conversations Programme

• Creating regular opportunities for experiential learning about
Collective Leadership through Collective Leadership
Workshops which can be readily accessed online and in
person by leaders across Scotland
• Bespoke learning offers for sectors and partners, with a
commitment to support colleagues to do the work where they
are, recognising that different organisational or system
settings may mean that this differs considerably from one
intervention to the next

5 Elements of our CL Offer
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Growing our Ability to Work in Complex Systems
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Sparking Creativity and Innovation

Facilitation support, working directly with teams of people in their
places of work and leadership. This creates the potential to work
directly with leaders at all levels of the system, including chief
executives, community council leaders, citizen representatives,
education managers, civil servants, senior health managers and
many more. The aim is that this approach embeds system learning,
action inquiry and the development of facilitative and inquiring
leadership.

Widespread interventions to stimulate new and creative ways
of working, building from our annual Fire Starter Festival
(FSF) to find ways to nurture innovation and creativity in our
public services in different ways and as a route to build
connections and open up new ways of thinking.

“The multiple causes of social
problems, and the components
of their solutions, are interdependent.
They cannot be addressed by
uncoordinated actions among
isolated organizations.”
Kania and Kramer, Collective Impact
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Visit the Fire Starter
Festival Website

5 Elements of our CL Offer
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Working out Loud and Sharing Our Story
• Learning events around key themes, characterised by creating
safe spaces for deeper learning and reflection.
• A collective approach to research and evaluation with partners
in our participant, facilitator and research community.
Challenging our current thinking and practice by developing an
international faculty of mentor thought leaders.
• Gathering and sharing stories from our work, with research and
practice publications to shine a light on what we are learning
and contributing to the wider evidence base.
• Extensive online resources, including learning materials,
publications and resources for supportive practices.

Did you
know?
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All of our resources are accessible to everyone
and all of our main events are free to attend.

Resources & Publications

Our Online Storybook

Supportive Practices

Our Upcoming Events

More
about our
work with
Meg here
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Connecting the System to more of Itself
• Participating in wider strategic interventions and partnerships,
aspiring to play a part in shifting the wider eco-system.
This includes deepening relationships with key learning
partners and growing opportunities for alignment in our work,
such as our work with Margaret Wheatley, with our
Perseverance workshop in October 2019 and the Life
Affirming Leadership Programme in March 2020.

• Hosting, developing and working with a wider Collective
Leadership Community, drawn from participants in our
Programmes and colleagues and partners involved in our
wider work, creating opportunities to support Collective
Leadership in many different ways.

Is CL right for you?

Is Collective Leadership
Right for you?
We think a Collective Leadership approach brings something to
every team and way of working. But, it is more appropriate in
some situations than in others. Situations that require crisis
management, or which replicate a particular kind of issue that has
been addressed before, need managerial responses, processes
and procedures that are more rapid than Collective Leadership
approaches. In circumstances where you are working on a
complex issue, want to work better together, to realign focus and
to understand more about yourself and others, Collective
Leadership offers an approach through skilled facilitation with
proven results.

What does this look like in practice?
Our work takes different forms and is often bespoke,
recognising that different groups and spaces work differently,
and therefore there is not a one-size-fits-all answer. We
usually work with groups over periods of 6-12 months on a
particular issue. We offer Collective Leadership Workshops
which offer an opportunity to find out more about the theory
and practice of Collective Leadership and whether this
approach will work for you.

“Curiosity is a very compelling space – open,
rich, friendly. We’re willing to be surprised
rather than having to get it right. We’re
interested in others’ perspectives, intrigued
by differences, stimulated by new thoughts.”
Perseverance, Margaret J Wheatley, 2010
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To take part or find out more, please contact us to get in
touch via our online contact form.

Please Stay in Touch!
Just click below to connect with us!

Visit our Website:
www.collectiveleadershipscotland.com
Follow us on Twitter:
@CollectiveScot

Subscribe to our Newsletter to receive
Updates on upcoming Events & Offers
Check out our current programme
‘Collective Leadership for Renewal’

